INTRODUCTION
OLLOWING the introduction of compressed SFG as F an insulating medium, electrode surface roughness was found to cause a pronounced reduction in the anticipated insulation level of a system. This apparent reduction in the dielectric strength of compressed SFB can be accounted for by considering the electrostatic fields of rough surfaces [1,2].
In practice, all conductors exhibit a rough surface, with the degree of roughness being dependent upon the production process employed [3,4]. This inherent microscopic surface roughness leads to a perturbation of the macroscopic electric field such that the maximum field strength E,,,,, of a rough surface will be greater than the maximum field strength E, of the associated (idealized) macroscopic geometry. This increase in the field strength due to a rough surface can be quantified in terms of a field enhancement factor m, where m is defined as with m 2 1.
The influence of different geometric parameters upon m can be assessed by examining roughness models which incorporate simple protrusion geometries. However, as the microscopic geometry of practical surfaces is extremely complex, analytical studies cannot provide the actual rn values associated with such surfaces.
In the present paper, we circumvent this limitation by proposing an experimental determination of the intrinsic m value of a rough surface. The method is based upon the detection of discharge onset in a gaseous dielectric a t the surface in question. The associated onset voltage levels, which are recorded for a range of gas pressures, are analyzed to yield m. Results obtained by use of the method are presented and the limitations in the technique are discussed.
SURFACE ROUGHNESS FACTOR
HIS factor expresses the reduction in the insulation T strength of a compressed gas system from that predicted theoretically on the basis of the streamer criterion applied to the idealized macroscopic geometry [5].
Owing to the geometrical complexity of the microscopic structure of conductor surfaces, the value of this parameter can only be determined experimentally. However, an appreciation of the behavior of ( can be obtained by considering simple models of a rough surface [1,2,4,6,7].
For a hemispherical protrusion, Pedersen [1,2] derived the variation of ( for SFs, see Figure l . This diagram indicates that as p/Hi -+ m, ( tends asymptotically to some limiting value, ( I ;~, where p is the gas pressure and H, is the mean curvature of the protrusion. In this case, H; = 1/R where R is the protrusion radius. The value of can be deduced as follows. For (ideal) macroscopic geometries it is known [1,2] that, for increasing gas pressure, the value of the theoretical onset field strength Eat tends to Elirn, where ElirrL is the limiting field strength for ionization processes; see also (11) and (12) . In a corresponding manner the onset field strength for a rough surface, which is the appropriate value of E,,,, will likewise tend to El;, at high gas pressures. (In effect the value of p/H, becomes a macroscopic quantity at large p ) .
In analytical studies of the influence of surface roughness, ( is defined in terms of the macroscopic field strength pertaining a t onset E , and the theoretically predicted onset value Eat; uiz.
Ea
[E---Eat with ( 5 1. Taken together with (l), this leads to
Consequently as E,,, -+ El;, and Eat -+ Elirn a s p -+ 00, we will have ( -+ l / m , and in the limit
Confirmation of this result can be obtained from specific models. For example, from the mathematical expressions given in The parameter M is the figure of merit for a strongly electronegative gas [8] . From (6) , it is evident that, as 
INFLUENCE OF PROTRUSION

CURVATURE Hi
For a regular point of a surface, the mean curvature H is given by
P1
Pz where p1 and pz are the principal radii of curvature. As the tip of any protrusion will invariably form a convex surface, this implies that the radii of curvature have the same sign and consequently the values of p1 and pz must fall into one of three categories:
1. p1 finite, pz finite and p1 = pz: axial symmetry.
2. p1 finite, pz finite and p1 # pz: no simple symmetry.
3. p1 finite, p~ infinite: cylindrical symmetry.
Using different protrusion models, a study of the effect of this variation in p1 and p2 upon ( has been undertaken. Although full details of this study will be published a t a later date, an essential result for the present investigation is shown in Figure 2 . This diagram illustrates, for categories (1) and (3) , the variation of ( for a constant m. It is clear that, as p / ( H ; M ) -+ 00, [ -+ l / m irrespective of the p 1 , pz variation. This behavior implies that with a knowledge of the ( variation for any rough surface the specific m value associated with that surface can, in theory, be determined. 
DETERMINATION OF [lim
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
On the basis of the streamer criterion [8] , the discharge onset voltage U,, for any electrode geometry may be expressed as a product of the field utilization factor 7, the surface curvature factor C, the surface roughness factor (, the gas pressure p , the gap length d and the limiting E / p of the gaseous dielectric; viz.
where (E/p)lim is the value of ( E / p ) for which the value of the effective coefficient of ionization 'ij; is zero. From (8) we have
74'7 )limPd
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Of the parameters on the RHS of (9), U,, may be determined experimentally for selected values of p and d, while the ( E /~) I ,~ of the gaseous dielectric is assumed t o be known.
The utilization factor 7 is a function of the macroscopic gap geometry and potential boundary conditions alone, and is defined as with Ea being the maximum field strength of the idealized macroscopic geometry associated with a potential difference U . Hence 7 can be evaluated by any field calculating method. C, the surface curvature factor, is associated with the idealized macroscopic conductor geometry and is defined as
Elim
with < 2 1. Eat is the theoretically predicted onset field strength for the idealized macroscopic geometry. For practical purposes, the surface curvature factor for a strongly electronegative gas can be expressed [2, 7] as where Ha represents the mean curvature of the idealized macroscopic conductor geometry. Consequently, a s both 7 and C can be evaluated from a knowledge of the gap geometry and the test gas parameters, measurements of U , will provide ( data.
When deriving the onset conditions in analytical studies, the mathematics leads naturally to H, M / p be- 
PRACTICAL ASPECTS
Up to this point, the background theory on the determination of m has been developed in relation to protrusion models of known geometry, such that is a function of ( H ; M / p ) . In practice however, the geometry of rough surfaces is so ill-defined that a knowledge of H; will not be available, to which we must add the uncertainty in the numerical values of M to be employed at the higher gas pressures. As the influence of surface roughness becomes significant at p > 0.1 MPa, the M data should be available over the appropriate pressure range. At present, the M data for different gases are restricted to low values of gas pressure, p 5 0.1 MPa [9-121, and although extrapolation is possible the uncertainty may be increased further due to the non-ideal behavior of many strongly electronegative gases [13] . This uncertainty in M is fortunately but a negligible limitation with reference to the C evaluation since, for the values of Ha and p encountered in practice, the square root term in (12) is << 1. Because H; is inherently unknown, this parameter presents a major quantitative difficulty in the Elirn evaluation. Nevertheless, the lack of appropriate values for both H, and M can be elegantly circumvented by analyzing the variation of ( in terms of p alone, and not the dimensionless parameter ( H i M / p ) a s the theory indicates; the factor H i M is simply included in the regression coefficients.
N a parallel study of the insulating characteristics I of different strongly electronegative gases, discharge onset voltages for SFs are reported [14, 15] . These measurements, which were obtained for a rough surface environment, will now be analyzed in the light of the present theory. For completeness, a brief description of the pertinent experimental aspects is provided.
The SFe discharge measurements were undertaken with a coaxial cylinder gap over the pressure range 0.05 < p < 0.9 MPa. The inner electrode had a nominal radius of 11.0 m m while the gap distance was 19.0 mm. The length of the constant diameter section of the outer electrode was 80 mm whereas that of the inner was 450 mm. The overall length of the flared outer electrode was 160 mm.
Inner electrodes with different surface roughness magnitudes were employed. The surface finish of these electrodes was produced by a turning process and thereafter the respective R, values [3] were determined. In this parallel study, U,, measurements were undertaken with R, values of 5, 20, and 35 pm.
Discharge onset (corona or direct breakdown) was detected oscillographically for a negative dc applied voltage. No artificial irradiation was used and the applied voltage was raised at N 1 kV/min. In the absence of direct breakdown, discharge onset was identified with the initial appearance of pre-breakdown current pulses, see account in the E evaluation. In such circumstances the ideal gas law must be replaced by
where Z ( p , T ) is the compressibility factor ( 5 1) for the gas, n the gas number density, k Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute gas temperature. For SFG, the influence of compressibility may be accounted for by replacing p with n [la]. This approach, which is supported by Paschen curve breakdown voltage measurements [19, 20] , implies the existence of a constant (E/n)li,,,. However, from a practical point of view n is not a satisfactory parameter. It is more convenient to introduce the compressibility-corrected gas pressure p , , defined a s such that when using (9) and (12) to evaluate ( we simply replace p with p , .
As Z may be expressed as a power series in p , the second order expression given in 
R E G R ESS IO N AN A LYSIS
On the basis of (13) a polynomial regression analysis of the ( ( , p , ) data was undertaken. As indicated in [23] however, such an analysis might prove to be unsatisfactory with a limited data set. In the present case the 00 coefficients obtained exceeded the approximate values of Elim suggested by Figure 4 and, in addition, the remaining coefficients alternated in sign. Consequently, it is preferable to base the regression analysis on an expression of the form For the present ( ( , p , ) data an exponential function was found to be appropriate, with the relationship used in the regression analysis given by Table 1 .
In performing the analysis, the value of Elirn was varied for any set of ( ( , p z ) data until the coefficient of A tor of a rough surface has been developed. The method is based upon the measurement of the voltage associated with discharge onset at the surface under consideration. It is important t o note that the method is not dependent on a particular strongly electronegative gas. This flexibility arises owing to the fact that m is a property of the conductor surface alone. Thus any gas in this category could be employed, provided that a meaningful variation in [ is possible.
To obtain such a [ variation discharge measurements must be performed at p > 0.1 MPa, and as a consequence of the inherent dielectric strength of strongly electronegative gases applied voltages of > 100 kV invariably will be required. When performing the U, measurements at these voltage levels, precautions must be taken to minimize possible changes in surface topography due to sparking, e.g. the discharge energy should be limited. At the higher gas pressures, this requirement can be waived in a coaxial geometry as U , becomes progressively less than the sparking voltage as the pressure increases [17] . This behavior, which is associated with the onset of corona stabilization, is much more pronounced with negative polarity. In addition, Crichton et al. [24] have clearly demonstrated with artificial protrusions that negative polarity should be employed in order t o obtain true U, values.
It should be noted that, from the streamer criterion, the discharge onset voltage U, is the minimum voltage level required to initiate either a direct breakdown or a corona discharge (81. An inherent assumption of this criterion is the existence of a suitably placed initiatory electron, such that the value of the statistical time lag t , is zero. In general t , > 0, and hence if the applied voltage increases in time, the discharge will occur at a higher voltage level. This voltage is usually referred to as the discharge inception voltage U,, with Ui -+ U, as t, -+ 0. Thus it is only by preselecting the experimental conditions to ensure that t, is minimized, that valid U, measurements can be undertaken.
The current pulses detected at discharge onset are associated in this study with the complete electrode [16] , and thus it is impossible t o identify discharge development with a particular surface location. Hence the m value derived from the U, measurements is considered to characterize the rough surface as a whole. Spatial resolution could be accomplished by employing a n open gap geometry, e.g. a sphere/plane gap. However the major advantage of the coaxial geometry would be lost, namely the large surface area associated with E,. This In the present study, the rough surfaces which have been analysed were produced by a turning process which provided a regular ridged surface [15] . As the macroscopic radius of each inner electrode was 11 mm, the associated microscopic geometry was essentially two dimensional; i . e . p1 << pz. In addition, as the value of the ridge spacing to tip radius of curvature was > 10, a rough estimate of the m value for these surfaces can be obtained by considering a single isolated ridge exhibiting the same h / p l ratio, where h is the ridge height and p1 its radius of curvature.
For a hemi-elliptical ridge, it can be shown that m is given by In [15] the R, measurements were undertaken using a 3 pm stylus, and we will assume this to be the minimum p1 value. Consequently for the peak-to-trough values given in [15] for the 5 and 35 p m surfaces, we obtain the following estimates for m: m5 = 3.2 and m35 = 6.8. As mentioned previously, the pressure range which could be investigated with the smallest R, value was -very restricted owing to an upper limit on the available CONCLUSIONS ESPITE the geometrical complexity of rough sur-D faces, it has been possible to develop an indirect method to determine the field enhancement factor m associated with the surface of a practical conductor. This rn value characterizes the surface as a whole, and, provided an adequate pressure range is investigated, the m value can be derived with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes.
The implementation of the method is not restricted to a specific strongly electronegative gas and, in addition, analysis of the experimental data is independent of the nature of the microscopic surface roughness.
Finally, it must be emphasized that the m determination is based on continuum theories and consequently the m value should not be related to phenomena on an atomic scale. 
p (MPa) and T (K) are the absolute pressure and temperature of the gas, respectively. tol, pp. 672-673, 1987.
